
Revocation of Unsovereign Moments and Invocation of Sovereignty 
 
I take this time to reflect on the true meaning of sovereignty and recall my unsovereign moments 
so I may now transmute and transcend them through the experience of day to day living and 
through self-examination and exploration I recognise sovereignty is not the governance of 
another over me. It is the full heart-mind presence of my I AM self manifested fully in this body, 
taking full responsibility for myself. It is the honouring of myself, and acknowledging myself as 
the sole arbiter of my life choices. It is self governance.  
 
I use the wisdom of hindsight to see where and when i gradually gave away my free will. For I 
was born a free willed sovereign being. It is our absolute legacy and birthright. It is coded in our 
dna. Carried in our blood. So I use that hindsight now to revoke all the times in my total 
unawareness and awareness the system imprinted me with its will. Not being born in my soul 
family, the very first injections as a baby , the birth certificate that labelled me as chattel for a 
system to trade . I revoke all the systems choices for me that weren’t in alignment with the true 
divine source being that I am. I revoke the schooling system that bent me to its will rather than 
offer me the opportunity to express my full creative self. I revoke the systems patriarchal society 
indoctrination that takes away the divine feminine and divine masculine choices. I revoke all 
their choices for me of how I should live, work , exchange energy , love and exist. For I see 
beyond their limitations of being endlessly indebted to their corrupt financial system. I revoke all 
my unsovereign moments when I forgot who I truly am. The fullness that is me. 
 
I now recognise all the times I gave my empathy rather than compassion , so I felt drained and 
empty. Where I empowered others at the expense of myself, at times using my core energy so I 
was totally depleted. I revoke all martyr parts of me , all zealous interference in another’s 
journey.  
 
I now invite back in those scattered pieces and parts of me. Those soul shards I gave away in 
unknowingness to family members who wanted that piece of me. The parts of me lost to the 
neediness of others, given freely and without question to their emergencies. I call you all back 
now, so I may have the complete energy resource that is me.  
 
I now stand grounded beneath Grandfather Sun, my feet on Earth Mother recognising I have 
earned the rights of passage through many lifetimes to be here now fully in my heart in the 
completeness that is me. Accessing the frequency of the song line that I am in the multicoloured 
harmonies of the universal song. I align my multidimensional selves to this I am presence, this 
algorithm that is me . This body bundle of energy in a perfect stream of photonic light. I ground 
myself to this time space reality in dominion with earth mother, for I am not forged in Roman 
numeral time. I was not born to adhere to a clock locking me into regimes and stances of forced 
forgetting of our true nature. 
 
We didn’t come to earth to be ruled by a clock. We came to experience and cocreate in the 
natural way with the earth. To be guided by the sun , the moon , the stars . The turning tides . 
The breath of wind. The circle of life is the circle of the seasons of earth. That’s who we truly 
are. We re here to watch sunsets and sunrises. Taste sea air , dance and sing, and dream 
uninterrupted . To be masters of our own time on earth.  



So I now become the embodiment of my past present and future selves, simultaneously existing, 
my errant energies, pulled now into this body . For this I am technology that is the soul is the 
experiencer of all this and my body is the medium of that experience. My earthly accomplice, 
friend and portal to the experiences.  
 
Now read these words and own yourself for surely you owe it to yourself? You owe the system 
nothing. It owes you. So call back in all that energetic debt from the system . For the unseen 
world that works with you recognises that imbalance and will work with you if you ask to bring 
it back to zero balance . No longer feel you don’t have choices or let the system make choices on 
your behalf .... for that makes you only be half of what you truly are. You are here for you. You 
turned up exquisite and beautiful at this now time to be the fullness of yourself. So claim that 
legacy. Don’t be buffered about by the pompous guffaws of the systems windbags who pretend 
they know best for you!  
 
You are your own spokesperson, your own medicine, your own catalyst for change. Your own 
resolute power . And when you connect your mind with your heart You own you. And in the 
claiming of that sovereignty no entity seen or unseen, no being no other has power or influence 
over you. For the sovereignty you’re claiming back is now emanating in your energetic field. 
And the power you have is in your choices . It’s not so much what the self serving system of 
domination and control does, it’s in the choices you make within that system. It’s in your self 
belief and self trust that you know best for yourself. It’s how you claim and manifest your free 
will. You are of the earth and in this world. The earth is your anchor, co creator and source of 
nourishment, and you are in dominion with her. The world is for you to experience and learn 
sovereignty and evolve and discover who you truly are. And the life you manifest is the 
barometer of the balance of this .  
 
Aho 
 

- Written by Laura Massey 


